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METHOD OF INDICATING FUNCTIONS OF

focused-on item is activated, and if the select button is pushed

BUTTONS, AN IMAGE DISPLAY APPARATUS,

once again, the focused-on item is deactivated.
The focus is something like a bar moving among the select
able items and indicates When items are in a state capable of
being activated. When a certain item is focused on, this item
is in a state capable of being activated. For example, a

AND AN ON-SCREEN-DISPLAY MENU
PROCESSING METHOD
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

focused-on state may be indicated by inverting the color
scheme of text and background of the focused-on item.
In a conventional image display apparatus, to indicate

This application claims the priority of Korean Patent
Application No. 2003-23974, ?led on Apr. 16, 2003, in the
Korean Intellectual Property Of?ce, the disclosure of Which is

functions of buttons to a user, text is printed around the
buttons, for example, above or beloW the buttons. The con

incorporated herein in its entirety by reference.

ventional method of indicating the functions of the buttons by
the text limits the readability of the text and restricts design
parameters of the image display apparatus and of a menu.
First, the fact that space is required for the printed text
limits design parameters of the exterior of the image display
apparatus. For example, When a frame is designed, the Width

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to an image display appara
tus, and more particularly, to a method of di splaying functions

of a beZel portion is restricted to being no narroWer than the

of buttons of an image display apparatus on a screen, an image

display apparatus implementing the method, and a menu

20

processing method employed by the image display apparatus.

Whose frame accommodating a panel, such as an LCD panel,
could otherWise be minimized.

2. Description of the Related Art
An image display apparatus, such as a monitor, includes
buttons to set/control functions of the image display appara
tus. In order to identify functions of the buttons, text or
symbols are displayed on the surfaces of the buttons or around
the buttons. The buttons commonly include a menu button
Which brings up an on screen display (OSD) menu, a select
button Which is used to select a certain item, a plus (+) button

space required for the buttons and text. Such design limita
tions are a serious problem in image display apparatuses

25

Next, the fact that the printed text is ?xed in position limits
readability. In an LCD panel, due to characteristics of light
Weight and easy handling, it is possible to install and use the

LCD panel horiZontally and also vertically. This function is
called a pivot function, and for this function, the latest LCD
panels come With a pivot unit. HoWever, When an LCD panel

having printed text is vertically pivoted, it becomes dif?cult

and a minus (—) button Which are used to move a focus for 30 for a user to read the text. Thus, it becomes dif?cult for the
selection of an item or increase/decrease a value of a selected
user to recogniZe the functions of buttons.

item, and a poWer button Which controls the supply of poWer.

Also, the language of the printed text is ?xed, usually in the

Besides the buttons as listed above, a multifunction image

local language or English. Therefore, users Who cannot

display apparatus capable of displaying various types of input
signals may further include an auto button for automatically
setting a screen siZe and a display position of an input digital
input source.

understand the printed language cannot recogniZe the func
35

tions of buttons.

Moreover, the relationship betWeen the functions of but
tons and the text limits the design of the menu. That is, once

The buttons and text are commonly installed on a front
text indicating the functions of buttons are printed thereon,
surface of a loWer beZel of a frame surrounding a screen of a
the functions of those buttons in manipulating the menu can
monitor Where they are visible to a user. On the beZel, a mark 40 not be changed. For example, When selecting from among
indicating a manufacturer, a poWer button, and other buttons
items listed in a menu, the conventional menu can be designed

are also commonly installed.
A user brings up an OSD menu by pushing a menu button,
selects a certain item from the menu, and adjusts a value of the
selected item.

for selecting a certain item by a sequential method With but
tons on Which the symbols +/— are printed, but cannot be

designed for selecting items by an arbitrary method.
45

A conventional image display apparatus has text indicating

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

functions of buttons around the buttons of the apparatus.
HoWever, since a certain area is required for the text indicat

ing the functions of the buttons, the siZe and shape of the

The present invention provides an improved method of
indicating functions of buttons that minimiZes limitations of
exterior design, and improves readability and a menu design.
The present invention also provides an image display appa
ratus implementing the method of indicating functions of
buttons.
The present invention also provides a menu processing

frame is restricted. Also, since the text, once printed, cannot
be changed, and the functions of the buttons are limited by the
text due to the relationship betWeen the buttons and the text,
support of a pivot function and a plurality of languages is also
limited.

50

FIG. 1 is a vieW of the exterior of a conventional display

55

method employed by the image display apparatus.

60

Additional aspects and advantages of the invention Will be
set forth in part in the description Which folloWs and, in part,
Will be obvious from the description, or may be learned by
practice of the invention.
The foregoing and/or other aspects of the present invention
are achieved by providing a method of indicating functions of
buttons of an image display apparatus, the method including:
generating an image indicating functions assigned to the but
tons; and displaying the image on the image display appara

apparatus. Referring to FIG. 1, the conventional display appa
ratus includes buttons on the beZel, and text printed around
the buttons to indicate functions of the buttons.
The apparatus of FIG. 1 is operated as folloWs. First, if a
menu button 112 is pushed, an OSD menu having selectable
items is displayed in the center of the screen. The selectable
items are focused on using +/— buttons 116 and 118 and
selected by a select button 114. An adjustable value of a

selected item, for example, a brightness value, is increased/
decreased using the +/— buttons 116 and 118. The select
button 114 and the menu button 112 each perform a toggle
operation. For example, if the select button is pushed once, a

65 tus.

It is an aspect of this embodiment that the image is text

indicating the functions assigned to the buttons.
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It is another aspect of this embodiment that the language of

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of an image display apparatus
according to another embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 shoWs an image display apparatus according to yet
another embodiment of the present invention; and

the text can be selected by a user.

It is another aspect of this embodiment that the image is
displayed at a position on the image display apparatus close to
the buttons.
It is another aspect of this embodiment that the method

FIG. 10 is a ?owchart of an OSD menu processing method

according to yet another embodiment of the present inven
tion.

further includes: detecting a pivot angle of the image display
apparatus; and displaying the image rotated according to the

pivot angle.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

The foregoing and/or other aspects of the present invention
are also achieved by providing an image display apparatus

having an image display unit, a graphics processing unit,

Reference Will noW be made in detail to the embodiments

Which supplies images displayed by the image display unit,

of the present invention, examples of Which are illustrated in

and a controller, Which sets display parameters of the image
display apparatus, has buttons for item selection, and per

refer to the like elements throughout. The embodiments are

forms operations assigned to the buttons, Wherein the image

described beloW in order to explain the present invention by
referring to the ?gures.

the accompanying draWings, Wherein like reference numerals

display unit has zones to display an image indicating func

tions assigned the buttons, and the controller generates image
information to be displayed in the zones and supplies the

image information to the graphics processing unit.

20

erence numerals 204 through 210 denote zones of the screen

It is an aspect of this embodiment that the zones to display
an image indicating functions assigned to the buttons are

located close to the buttons on the image display apparatus.
It is another aspect of this embodiment that the image is
text indicating the functions assigned to the buttons.
It is another aspect of this embodiment that the apparatus
further comprises a pivot detector, Which detects a pivot angle

202 to display images indicating functions of buttons, and
reference numerals 212 through 218 denote the buttons.
In a ?rst display zone 204 through a fourth display zone
25

“menu”, “select”, “+”, and “—”, respectively, due to spatial
30

pivot angle.
The foregoing and/or other aspects of the present invention
are also achieved by providing a menu processing method of

an image display apparatus having buttons, the method
including: displaying a menu including selectable items on

35

the image display unit; generating an image indicating func
tions of the buttons to search for or select the selectable items;

correspondence betWeen the buttons 212 through 218 and the
display zones 204 through 210.
In alternative embodiments of the method of indicating
functions of buttons according to the present invention, dif
ferent symbols can be displayed in the ?rst through fourth
display zones 204 through 210. For example, the symbols “I”
an “1” can be used instead ofthe signs “+” an
Also, it is an aspect that the display zones are located at a
position on the screen that is close to the buttons, so that the

relationship betWeen the buttons and the images is easily

setting zones to display the image on the image display unit;
displaying the image on the set zones; and recognizing
Whether a selectable items is selected according to Whether a

210, “menu”, “select”, “+”, and “—” are displayed, respec
tively. A user can easily recognize that a ?rst button 212
through a fourth button 218 have functions corresponding to

of the image display apparatus and supplies pivot angle data
to the graphics processing unit, and the graphics processing
unit displays the image on the zones rotated according to the

FIG. 2 is a method of indicating functions of buttons
according to an embodiment of the present invention. Refer
ring to FIG. 2, reference numeral 202 denotes a screen, ref

40

corresponding button is pushed.

recognized. The display zones can be located someWhat dis
tant from the buttons as shoWn in FIG. 3. HoWever, the posi
tion of the display zones in FIG. 3 may make the relationship

betWeen the buttons and the images less recognizable than in
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

the case of FIG. 2.

As described above, since the method of indicating func

These and/or other aspects and advantages of the present
invention Will become apparent and more readily appreciated
from the folloWing description of the embodiments, taken in

45

invention involves displaying images that indicate the func
tions of the buttons at a location on a screen that is close to the

conjunction With the accompanying draWings of Which:

buttons, text indicating the functions of the buttons does not

FIG. 1 is a vieW of the exterior of a conventional display

apparatus;

tions of buttons according to an embodiment of the present

have to be printed on the bezel. Therefore, the bezel can be
50

made narroWer by excluding space for printing.

FIG. 2 is a vieW of an exterior of an image display apparatus

FIG. 4 shoWs a method of indicating functions of buttons

implementing a method of indicating functions of buttons
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a draWing illustrating a case Where the position of
an image indicating functions of buttons of FIG. 2 is distant
from the buttons;
FIG. 4 shoWs a method of indicating functions of buttons
according to another embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 shoWs a method of indicating functions of buttons
according to yet another embodiment of the present inven

55

according to another embodiment of the present invention, in
Which the image display apparatus of FIG. 2 is pivoted ver
tically. In the ?rst display zone 204 through the fourth display
zone 210, “menu”, “select”, “+”, and “—” are displayed,

respectively. Here, although the display zones 204 through
210 are arranged vertically, “menu”, “select”, “+”, and “—”
are Written horizontally. Thus, even When the image display
60

tion;
FIG. 6 shoWs a method of indicating functions of buttons

of buttons is ?xed on the frame around the screen of the image

according to yet another embodiment of the present inven

tion;
FIGS. 7A and 7B illustrate a method of indicating func
tions of buttons according to still further embodiments of the

present invention;

apparatus is used in a pivot state, a user can easily recognize
the functions of the buttons 212 through 218.
In the conventional art, since text indicating the functions

65

display apparatus, pivoting the screen makes it dif?cult to
read the text. HoWever, in the present invention, since images
indicating buttons’ functions are displayed horizontally even

When the image display apparatus is pivoted vertically, read
ability of the displayed functions is not hindered.

US 8,365,085 B2
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FIG. 5 shows a method of indicating functions of buttons

and also by ignoring a push of a button Without a function
should the user accidentally push such a button.
Next, as shoWn in FIG. 6D, “DIGITAL DVI” can be
selected to complete the process of selecting a desired input

according to another embodiment of the present invention, in
Which functions of buttons are displayed in English. Refer
ring to FIGS. 2 and 5, by the methods of indicating functions
of buttons according to these embodiments of the present
invention, the functions of buttons canbe displayed in a user’ s

source. At this point, if the user Wishes to return to the main
menu, “RETURN” can be selected as shoWn in FIG. 6E.

preferred language.

Then, the image shoWn in FIG. 6F corresponding to the main
menu is displayed. Here, the image shoWn in FIG. 6F is
different from the image shoWn in FIG. 6A. The image shoWn
in FIG. 6A is the main menu When the multi-function image

FIGS. 6A through 6F shoW a method of indicating func
tions of buttons according to yet another embodiment of the

present invention, in Which the image display apparatus is a
multi-function image input apparatus. The multi-function
image input apparatus can accommodate various formats of

input apparatus is in an analog R/G/B input mode, and the
image shoWn in FIG. 6F is the main menu When the multi

image signals originating from various input sources, for

function image input apparatus is in a digital DVI input mode.

example, analog R/G/B, digital TV, composite VBS, s-video,

Since an auto adjustment function and a contrast function are

digital DVI, and CATV input sources.

not necessary When an input source is “DIGITAL DVI”,
“AUTO Adjustment” and “CONTRAST” bars are not dis
played in the menu shoWn in FIG. 6F.
FIGS. 7A and 7B illustrates a method of indicating func

FIG. 6A is an example of an image popping up When a

menu key is pushed. In six image Zones 602 through 612,

“AUTO Adjustment”, “BRIGHTNESS”, “CONTRAST”,
“COLOR CONTROL”, “LANGUAGE”, and “SOURCE
SELECT” are displayed. The image Zones 602 through 612

20

are displayed on the screen close to their respective corre

sponding buttons.
If a button to change an input source, the button indicated

by “SOURCE SELECT” displayed in the image Zone 612, is
pushed, a display state (e.g., color scheme) of the SOURCE

25

SELECT Zone 612 is inverted to indicate that it has been

selected, as shoWn in FIG. 6B. Hereinafter, selecting a func
tion means pushing the button corresponding to that function.
After “SOURCE SELECT” is selected, an image to select an

input source is displayed, as shoWn in FIG. 6C. Speci?cally,

30

“RETURN MAIN”, “ANALOG R/G/B”, “D-TV”,
“S-VIDEO”, and “NEXT” are displayed in the six image
Zones 602 through 612, respectively. At this point, the func
35

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of an image display apparatus
according to another embodiment of the present invention.
The apparatus of FIG. 8 includes an image display unit 802 on
Which images are displayed, a plurality of buttons 812
through 818, and a plurality of Zones 804 through 810 Which
are established on the image display unit 802 and display

images indicating functions of the buttons 812 through 818.
40

digital TV, compositeVBS, s-video, and CATV input sources,

Here, the image display unit 802 can be a CRT or an LCD

panel. The ?rst button 812 is assigned to bring up a menu.
A button input discrimination unit 820 discriminates Which

a search button must be repeatedly pushed until a focus
reaches the desired input source. For example, to select the

s-video item, the focus is sequentially moved through the
analog R/G/B, the digital-TV, and the composite VBS items

a next list can be brought up by selecting a button 718 desig
nated “NEXT LIST”. If the button 718 designated “NEXT
LIST” is pushed, Chinese, German, or French can be selected

sequentially displayed and selected.

tons can be displayed as images on the screen of the image

display apparatus, the functions of buttons can be changed
Without di?iculty, and menu design becomes very easy.
In the conventional art, to select one among analog R/G/B,

items. Here, a preferred language should be selected from
among a plurality supported languages. In this case, it is
convenient for only a predetermined number of languages to
be displayed in a ?rst image, and remaining languages can be
displayed by selecting a “NEXT LIST” item.
With reference to FIG. 7A, Korean, English, or Japanese
can be selected by buttons 712 through 716, respectively, and

as shoWn in FIG. 7B. Thus, any number of menu items can be

tions of the buttons have been rede?ned. In the method of

indicating functions of buttons according to this embodiment
of the present invention, since changed functions of the but

tions of buttons according to another embodiment of the
present invention, in Which there are a plurality of selectable

button among the plurality of buttons 812 through 818 is

pushed.
45

A controller 830 controls an image display apparatus 800
according to button input information supplied from the but

by continuously pushing a “+” or “—” button, and after the
focus has been placed on the s-video item, the s-video input
source is selected by pushing a select button. HoWever, in the

ton input discrimination unit 820.

various embodiments of the present invention, since analog
R/G/ B, digital TV, composite VBS, and s-video input sources

signal and supplies the processed image signal to the image
display unit 802. The graphics processing unit 822 performs

A graphics processing unit 822 processes an input image
50

are assigned to buttons, as shoWn in FIG. 6C, the s-video input

a demodulation process, a timing process, a scaling process,
and an image composition process for an OSD menu display

source, for example, can be selected by simply pushing the

to generate an image corresponding to the input image signal.
Also, the graphics processing unit 822 performs an image

button corresponding to the s-video input source. This selec
tion method removes the conventional limitations on menu

design.

55

FIG. 6C, for example, because the desired input source is not
among the menu items, the image shoWn in FIG. 6D consist

ing of “PREV”, “DIGITAL DVI”, “CATV”, blank, blank,
“RETURN” is displayed. In FIG. 6D, a signi?cant feature is

60

an unnecessary button by mistake, by displaying an image
indicating an unnecessary button or displaying nothing for
Zones of unnecessary buttons When there are feWer selectable

vented by displaying nothing for buttons Without functions,

A RAM 826 and a ROM 828 store a program and data

Which enable the controller 830 to operate.
Here, if the ?rst button 812 is pushed, the OSD menu is
activated. The button input discrimination unit 820 detects

that the design as illustrated can prevent a user from pushing

items in the menu than buttons. That is, as shoWn in FIG. 6D,
accidental occurrence of an undesirable operation is pre

rotation process to display a rotated image corresponding to a

pivot state of the image display unit 802.
A pivot detector 824 detects a pivot angle of the image
display unit 802 and supplies the pivot angle to the graphics
processing unit 822.

If “NEXT” is selected from the list of menu items shoWn in

65

that the ?rst button is pushed. The button input discrimination
unit 820 supplies button input information indicating that the
?rst button has been pushed to the controller 830. When the
controller 830 receives the button information indicating that

US 8,365,085 B2
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the ?rst button has been pushed, the controller 830 calls menu
information of the OSD menu stored in the ROM and supplies
the menu information to the graphics processing unit 822.

First, the OSD menu having selectable items is displayed in
operation S1002 on the image display unit. The OSD menu
includes a plurality of selectable items Which are objects of
search and selection.

The menu information includes zone information to display

An image indicating the functions of buttons to search and
select the selectable items is generated in operation S1004.
The most typical example of the image is text. That is, the text

the OSD menu, selectable items, and order information for
arranging the items. Also, the menu information further

includes images (Words in most cases) assigned to the buttons

“SEARCH” for a search button and “SELECT” for a select

to select the selectable items and zone information to display

button are generated.
Zones to display the image on the image display unit are set

the images. When the graphics processing unit 822 receives
the menu information supplied by the controller 830, it dis

in operation S1006.

plays the OSD menu according to the menu information.

Here, it is an aspect that the zones to display the image are
located close to the buttons on the image display unit in order
to clearly shoW the correspondence betWeen the buttons and

Also, the graphics processing unit 822 displays the images
assigned to the buttons in corresponding zones, as shoWn in

FIG. 2, for example.

the image indicating the functions of the buttons.

In the apparatus 800 of FIG. 8, a frame can be more freely

The image is displayed on the set zones in operation S1008.
Whether the selectable items are selected is recognized in
operation S1 01 0, according to Whether and Which buttons are

designed by displaying the functions of the buttons as images
on the screen and excluding zones to print the functions of the
buttons on the frame. Also, since various different functions
can be given to each of the buttons if necessary, there is also

pushed.
20

more freedom to design menus. Moreover, in a case Where

there is a plurality of selectable items, items can be selected

by an arbitrary method of assigning the items to respective
buttons. Furthermore, When there are more selectable items in
a menu than buttons, the items can be grouped into several
groups, displayed as groups, and selected from Within each
group.

The pivot detector 824 detects the pivot angle of the image
display unit 802 and supplies the pivot angle to the graphics
processing unit 822.
The graphics processing unit 822 displays the OSD menu
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ing “shortcut” keys can be seen. HoWever, the embodiments
of the present invention are different for at least the reasons

that zones to display functions indicating images close to
30

buttons so that their spatial correspondence can be seen, and

the functions of the buttons can change through manipulation
thereof.
As described above, the methods of indicating functions of
buttons according to various embodiments of the present

and the functions of the buttons With reference to pivot infor

invention provide more freedom in designing the frame of an

image display apparatus by displaying the functions of but
tons on an image display screen rather than printing them on

tions of the buttons so that they are displayed horizontally on

the frame.

the vertically oriented image display unit 802. Thus, the user

Also, the methods of indicating functions of buttons
40

according to the present invention are convenient for users

because images indicating the functions of buttons are dis
played horizontally to be easily recognized even When the

image display apparatus is pivoted.

embodiment of the present invention, in Which the image
display apparatus has a second group of buttons. The appa
ratus of FIG. 9 includes button operation units 902 and 904 on

computer application program. In a top-doWn menu or a
pop-up menu of a computer application program, an example

of items capable of being activated together With correspond

mation supplied from the pivot detector 824. For example, if
the image display unit 802 is pivoted by 90 degrees to the
vertical direction, the graphics processing unit 822 processes
pictures, the OSD menu, and the images indicating the func
can easily vieW images and read text even When the image
display unit 802 is in a pivoted state.
FIG. 9 is an image display apparatus according to another

It is believed that those of ordinary skill in the art Will fully
understand that a method indicating functions of buttons
according to various embodiments of the present invention is
different from a method of indicating function keys in a

Also, the methods of indicating functions of buttons
45

according to the embodiments of the present invention are

the loWer part and the right side of the image display appara
tus, respectively. In a conventional image display apparatus,

convenient for users because selectable menu items are

since text indicating functions of buttons must be printed
horizontally, it is dif?cult for buttons to be placed on vertical
(left or right) portions of the frame bezel. HoWever, in the

ally requires feWer button presses than a sequential method,

selected by an arbitrary direct-selection method that gener
even When there are numerous selectable items.
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image display apparatus according to this embodiment, since

skilled in the art that changes may be made in these embodi

no such printed text is required, it is easier for buttons to be
placed on the vertical portions of the bezel as Well as the

horizontal portions.
Also, When the apparatus of FIG. 9 is pivoted by 90 degrees

Although a feW embodiments of the present invention have

been shoWn and described, it Will be appreciated by those
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ments Without departing from the principles and spirit of the
invention, the scope of Which is de?ned in the appended
claims and their equivalents.

to a vertical state, the button operation unit 904 can be used

like another button operation unit 902. That is, When the
image display apparatus is not pivoted, as shoWn in FIG. 9, it
can be operated using the ?rst operation unit 902, and When it
is pivoted, as shoWn in FIG. 4, it is operated using the second

What is claimed is:
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indicating functions assigned to the buttons;

operation unit 904. This makes it easier for a user to operate
the buttons.
FIG. 10 is a ?owchart of an OSD menu processing method

according to another embodiment of the present invention.
According to the method of FIG. 10, the OSD menu is dis
played on the screen of an image display unit rather than as

text printed on the frame of an image display apparatus.

1. An image display apparatus having buttons to select
items of a display, comprising:
an image display unit including zones to display an image
a second set of buttons;

a graphics processing unit to supply images displayed by

the image display unit;
65

a pivot detector to detect a pivot angle of the image display
unit and to provide the pivot angle detected to the graph
ics processing unit such that the graphics processing unit

US 8,365,085 B2
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14. An image display apparatus comprising:
an image display unit;
a graphics processing unit Which supplies images dis

supplies an image to the image display unit at a same

pivot angle as the image display unit; and
a controller to set display parameters of the image display

played by the image display unit;

apparatus, to perform operations assigned to the buttons,
to generate image information to be displayed in the
Zones and to supply the image information to the graph

a controller Which sets display parameters of the image

display apparatus, has buttons for item selection, and
performs operations assigned to the buttons; and

ics processing unit,
Wherein the image display unit displays the image in the

a pivot detector Which detects a pivot angle of the image

display apparatus and supplies pivot angle data to the

Zones rotated according to the pivot angle at a position
close to the buttons, and
Wherein When the image display unit is pivoted, the Zones

graphics processing unit,
Wherein:
the image display unit has Zones to display an image

become in close corresponding relationship With the

indicating functions assigned to the buttons, and the
controller generates image information to be dis
played in the Zones and supplies the image informa
tion to the graphics processing unit,

second set of buttons.

2. The image display apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the
Zones are in a close corresponding relationship With the

respective button.
3. The image display apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the
functions can be displayed in several different languages.
4. The image display apparatus of claim 1, further com

the Zones to display an image indicating functions
assigned the buttons are displayed at a position on the
20

prising:

Zones rotated according to the pivot angle at a position

a button discrimination unit to discriminate Which button is

pushed.
5. The image display apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the
image is displayed When any one of the buttons is pushed.

close to the buttons.
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6. The method of claim 1, Wherein at least one of the image
and an OSD menu having selectable items to adjust the dis

8. A method of displaying images With an image display
apparatus, the method comprising:
receiving an image to be displayed by an image display unit
of the image display apparatus;

15. The apparatus of claim 14, Wherein the image indicat
ing functions assigned the buttons is text indicating the func
tions assigned to the buttons.
16. The method of claim 14, Wherein at least one of the
image and an OSD menu having selectable items to adjust the

play parameters of the image display apparatus is displayed,
When any one of the buttons is pushed.
7. The method of claim 1, Wherein the buttons are disposed
on a front frame of the display apparatus.

image display apparatus close to the buttons, and
the graphics processing unit displays the image in the

display parameters of the image display apparatus is dis
30
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played, When any one of the buttons is pushed.
17. The method of claim 14, Wherein the buttons are dis
posed on a front frame of the display apparatus.
18.A method of controlling a display device having at least
one of input unit positioned on a housing of the display

device, the method comprising:

setting display parameters of the image display apparatus

displaying at least one symbol on a screen, the at least one

With a controller, the controller having buttons for item

symbol indicative of a function to control the display
device, the at least one symbol being assigned to the at
least one input unit;

selection and performing operations assigned to the but
tons;
generating an image indicating functions assigned to the
buttons; and
displaying the image on the image display apparatus at a
position close to the buttons, and Wherein the displaying
of the image on the image display apparatus further
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changing an orientation of the at least one symbol in accor
dance With a detection of a vieWing state of the screen, in
Which the vieWing state relates to a rotated state of the
screen; and

controlling the function of the display device upon actua
tion of the at least one input unit,
Wherein the at least one symbol visually corresponds to at
least one input unit, the at least one input unit is disposed

comprises:
detecting a pivot angle of the image display apparatus,
and

displaying the image rotated according to the pivot angle
at a position close to the buttons,
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displaying the generated image indicating functions

screen,

assigned to the buttons at a position close to the but
tons in Zones of the image display apparatus accord

Wherein changing an orientation of the at least one symbol

further comprises:

ing to the detected pivot angle.
9. The method of claim 8, Wherein the image is text indi
cating the functions assigned to the buttons.
10. The method of claim 9, Wherein the language of the text
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one respective button.
12. The method of claim 8, Wherein at least one of the
image and an OSD menu having selectable items to adjust

displaying the at least one symbol, Whose orientation is
changed, at a position close to the at least one input

unit, and
Wherein at least one of the at least one symbol and an OSD

menu having selectable items to adjust display param

can be selected by a user.

11. The method of claim 9, Wherein the image also includes
symbols indicating at least one function assigned to at least

near the at least one symbol, and the at least one input
unit is disposed so as to be ?ush With the surface of the

eters of the screen is displayed When the at least one
60

input unit is actuated.
19.A method of controlling a display device having at least
one of input unit positioned on a housing of the display

device, the method comprising:

display parameters of the image display apparatus is dis

displaying at least one symbol on a screen, the at least one

played, When any one of the buttons is pushed.
13. The method of claim 8, Wherein the buttons are dis
posed on a front frame of the display apparatus.

symbol indicative of a function to control the display
device, the at least one symbol being assigned to the at
least one input unit;
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changing an orientation of the at least one symbol in accor
dance With a detection of a VieWing state of the screen, in
Which the VieWing state relates to a rotated state of the
screen; and

controlling the function of the display device upon actua
tion of the at least one input unit,
Wherein the at least one symbol Visually corresponds to at
least one input unit, the at least one input unit is disposed
near the at least one symbol, and the at least one input
unit is disposed so as to be ?ush With the surface of the
screen,
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Wherein changing an orientation of the at least one symbol

further comprises:
displaying the at least one symbol, Whose orientation is
changed, at a position close to the at least one input

unit, and
Wherein the at least one input unit is disposed on a front

frame of the display apparatus.

